POWER OF POSSIBILITIES
Delivering advanced capabilities that help utilities transform operations, reliability, and environmental sustainability.
OPERATE MORE EFFICIENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY

Together, Honeywell Smart Energy, its partners, and its customers are fundamentally reshaping the way the world uses energy. We enable utilities to deploy advanced capabilities that transform operations, reliability, and environmental sustainability while also providing solutions to engage your customers in a more meaningful way.

A global leader in connected solutions from generation to consumption, Honeywell Smart Energy dynamically manages energy and cost-effectively improves both efficiency and dependability.

Advanced Solutions

Efficient use of energy is at the core of every industry Honeywell serves, driving our innovations across connected homes, buildings, utilities and communities. That experience and commitment to continued innovation lets Honeywell provide greater end-to-end solutions for utility customers. Choose Honeywell, and see the many possibilities available to you:

- Smart Metering
- Demand Response
- Energy Efficiency
- Grid Automation
- Distributed Energy Resources
- Distribution Automation
- Smart Street Lighting
- Energy Storage
- Customer Engagement
- Data Disaggregation
- Data and Insights
- Advanced Analytics

Honeywell Smart Energy is a world leader in intelligent grid solutions and connected technologies

For more information
- SmartEnergy@honeywell.com
- www.honeywellsmartenergy.com
- @HoneywellNow
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